
IAG’s Sale Number 80, to be held onthe Gold Coast on the 27th September
2014 presents once again a high quality,
bargain packed offering of over 700 lots
estimated at more than $2 Million. Cata-
logues for this fantastic sale can now be
downloaded from their website, and
every single lot can be viewed in high
resolution and bids placed online!   
A selection of some of the many high-

lights includes a number of investment
collectors’ liquidated assets, including
numerous Proof Coins, Banknotes and
Rarities offered at a fraction of purchase
costs! 
A 1914H Specimen Proof Florin with

superb pedigree is one of the key high-
lights. One of only three known examples,

this superb coin is Ex. the Birmingham
Mint Collection, as well as several major
Auctions from 1985 on, with the last
realised price in 2011 of $221,350. Esti-

mated at only $100,000, this is a fantastic
opportunity to purchase a genuine num-
ismatic rarity at a true bargain price!
Other key items include a range of early

IAG’s Auction Sale 80 Spectacular Highlights!

1914 Specimen Proof Florin. Estimated at $100,000.

Rare 1 Pound Bank of New South Wales Superscribe. Estimated at $65,000

Some superb Proof coins being offered at IAG’s Sale 80.Just one of the superb mis-struck coins on offer



Australian Commonwealth Pre Decimal
Proof issues, including a Penny, Three-
pence, Shilling and Florin from 1934, as
well as a superior grade Proof 1937
Crown, a Halfpenny and Penny 1953, and
a 1916 Specimen Shilling. Estimates start
from only $7,000 and up to $20,000 for
the 1937 Crown, with these all being
offered at up to a fifth of original costs. 
Other key items include a Holey Dollar

and Dump, a collection of British coins,
with a 1701 5 Guineas the highlight, a
large and diverse collection of high grade
and PCGS graded Australian Common-
wealth issues from $50 to $15,000, in-
cluding an UNC 1925 Penny estimated
at $12,000, a range of interesting and
rare World Coins, superb Mis-struck
coins, Bullion, World and Australian
gold coins and so much more.
Banknotes of note include a 1 Pound

Bank of NSW very rare Superscribed
issue estimated at $65,000, along with
many original, UNC George V in high
grades including a consecutive pair of
10 Shillings 1928, a 10 Shilling 1942 and
5 Pound 1960 Starnote in high grade, as
well as a full collection of Decimal Star-
notes. Misprints, Decimal notes, solid
serial numbers, radar notes, interesting
serial numbered notes and first and last
prefixes are just part of the substantial
Banknote offerings in this sale.
Catalogues for Sale 80 are now avail-

able to view and download free from
IAG’s website at www.iagauctions.com
along with other relevant auction infor-
mation, or contact IAG direct on Phone
(07) 55 380 300 - Fax (07) 55 387 296 for
a yearly catalogue subscription or any
further information.
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This rare Pair of 10 Shillings is just one example of the superb Predecimal Bankotes 
on offer at IAG’s Sale 80. Estimate $9000

More proofs featuring at IAG’s Sale 80. 

Interesting World and British coins being offered at IAG’s Sale 80. 
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